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0. Introduction 
A topological space (X, 7) is said to be orderable if there exists a total 
order > on X such that the order topology on X given by > coincides 
with the topology T. In this note, we are primarily interested inm (1) when 
the underlying space of a topological group is ord,erab!!e (the order need. 
not be compatible with the group operations) and (2) when the Stone- 
tech compactifkation of a topological space is srderabiz. Some of the 
results proved iIre: 
(1). Let (G, T) be a topological group which is not totally disconnect- 
ed. Then the topology ‘7:~ orderable if and orlIy if (G!, 7) contains the 
additive topologica,l group of real numbers R as an open subgroup. 
(2). Let (G, 7) be a locahy compact, totally dlisconnected, nondiscrete. 
topological group. Then the topology ‘r is orderable if and only if (G, 711 
contains an open subgroup H which as a topological space is homeomor- 
phic to the Cantor set. 
(3j. If X is H ausdorff and completely regular and i,ts Stone&zch CO 
pactification fiX is orderable, then X use be countably compact. 
(4). Let X be a completely regular ausdorff space which is not CO 
p&. compact or separable, t is not 
of some of the results in this aper were o~~~~t 
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Section 1 contains ome definitions, known and easy,tbeoic,ms on or- 
demble spaces. Section 2 contains results on topologi&&r~~ups and homo- 
geneous paces. Section 3 deals with orderability of the Stonetech com- 
pactification. Section 4 gives a list of spaces which are not orderable. Sec- 
tion 5 concludes with some remarks and some examples. 
1. Definitions and theorems 
Definition 1 .l. If (X, >) is a totally oiadered set, the order topology on 
kl g%en by > is the topology which has a subbase F of open sets defined 
as f(Dllows: A subset A of X is an element of F if and only if there exists 
2:n element QEX such that either A = (XEX~Q > x) or A = {XEX~X > a). 
Definitim 1.2. A topolo~gical space (X, T) is said to be orderable if there 
exists a total order > on X such that the order topology given by > on X 
(by Definition 1.1) coincides with the topology T. It is a surprising and 
well known fact that a subspace of an orderable space need not be order- 
able. 
The following proposition is well known [3] : 
Proposition 1.3. Let (X, >p) be a totally ordered set and let T be ahe order 
topology on X induced by >, Then the following hold: 
(1). If A is a compact subset of X (that is of (X, T)) then the r:elative 
topology on A coincides YCth the topology on A given by the induced 
order on A. Also A. has a least element and a greatest element. 
(2). If B is a connected. subset ofX with at least two elements then: 
(a) whenever x,y~B and x 3 z > y for some ZEX, then ZEB; (b) if 
x,y~B and x > y, there is always a a&!% such that x > z > y; (c) the rela- 
tive topology on B coincides with the topology given by the induced 
order on B; (d) B m tist be either an interval or a ray. 
). K is connectc if aLnd only if has; no jumps and is order complete. 
). X is compact if and only if it has a least and a greatest element and 
is order complete. 
“) is an orderable space and 
es ace A is i:jrde 
is either camp 
. Any disc&e space X is orderable. 
[Hint: If [XI = N,, consider the lexicographically ordered 
set [ 1 ,wJxZ where 2 is the ordered set of all integers (positive and ne- 
gative) and w, is the smallest ordinal of c&ma1 M, 1. 
Proposition 1.6. Let (X, T) be a compact connected homogeneous pace 
with at least two elements. Then (X, Tj is not orderable. 
Notation 1.7. Let (X,>) be an ordered set and x, y be two elements of 
X. Then 
(X,-Y) = {zrXIy > 2 > x} (called cpen intervd), 
(x,y] = {zEX(y 3 2 > x}, 
[x, j2) = (zcxly > 2 3 x}, 
[XJ] = {z~Xly >, z 3 x) (called closed interval). 
Note that (x,y) is an open set ard [x, y] is a c:losed set ‘ior the order to- 
pology on X given by >. 
Proposition 1.8. Let (X, T) be an orderable topological sig~e and having 
a topologically dense subset S with IS1 =: 0 (0 2 hi;,). Then (&at each 
point x of X’ there is a basis F of neighborhoods of x such that t F i < 8 
and (b) IXI< P. 
Corollary 1.9. If (X, 7) is a separable topological. space and orderable then 
(X, 7) satisfies the first axiom of countability and 1 X I< c . 
Proposition 1 JO. Let (X, 7) be an orderable topalogicai space ordered 
by >. Let XEX have a fat+!y of neighborhoods F such that 1 Fi = 
k~; (2 H,) and naE~ U = Ix}. Then there exists a family F1 of neighbor= 
hoods of x such that I Fl[ = K and F, is a basis of neighborhoods at -Y. 
In this section, we consider the characterization of some topologica 
groups which are orderable as topological spaces. WC first have: 
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Proof. This’ fokws from the fact that for each y, f-1 (y) contains a non- 
. empty open interval. I 
Proposition 2.2. Let (6, T) lx a topological group and H be a connected 
subgroup with at least two distinct elements. If (G, 7) is orderable as a 
topological space then H must be an open subgroup of G. 
Proof. Consider the equivalence relation R defined on G by x R y if 
y~:c):J (= the equivalence class corltaining x). Consider the set G/R and 
give it the quotient topology fc‘r the map P: G + G/R defined by P(x) = 
xpi. If 0 is open in C, then P-1 (PW)) = ON. Since G is a topological 
.group, OE/ is an open set and hence P(O) is open in X/R. Thus P is an 
open map. Already P is continuous and onto. Also since H is connected 
lkth at least two distinct elements znd C is a topological group, each x,E 
Is also connected and has at least two elements. If (G, T) is ordera’ole, 
tjlen Lemma 2.1 applies and yklds that G/R is discrete. Hence if e is the 
identity of G, P(e) must be open in G/R and hence P-1 (P(e)) must be 
open in 6. But Pi (P(e)) = H. Hence N is open in G. 
Prop~x~tion 2.3. Let (x, 7) be a topological space having a connected 
subset A with at least two distinct elements. Let Y be any topological 
space. If the product space Xx Y is orderable, then Y must be discrete. 
Proof. This follows from Lemma 2. I by considering the projection map 
from XX Y to Y and using the hypothek. 
Thesr~m 2.4. Let (G, f) be any topological group which is not totally 
disconnected. Then (G, 7) i:s orderable as a topological space if and only 
if (G, 7) contains an open (normal) subgroup H topologically isomorphic 
with R, the additive group c\f real numbers with usual topology. 
Proof. Necessi@. Suppose (C, T) is orderable as a topological space. Let 
Go be the connected component at the identity e of 6. Then G0 is a 
connected normal subgroup with at least two elements ince G is not to- 
tally disconnected. Then by oposition 2.21, G, is an open sungroup of 
G. We have only to show that G, (W *r’th relative topology) is topologi- 
tally isomorp shall denote G, with relative topology by 
(G,, 7‘). 
By Proposition 1.3, th 
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closed intervals containing x form a basis of r&c lghborhoods of x since 
GO is connected and each of these closed inten(als is compact by Propo- 
sition 1.3. Hence, (GO, T) is a connected locally compact Nausdorff 
topological group. Also, ifH is a compact connected subgroup of (Go, T), 
then H is a compact connected homogeneous orderable space and hence 
by Proposition 1A must be the identity alone. Thus (GO, 7) has maximal 
compact connected subgroups equal to the identity. Hence, by a theorem 
in [ 8 1, GO must contain a subgroup H, topoiogically isomorphic with R. 
Then H is a connected subgroup of GO and so by Proposition 2.2, H is 
open in G,. An open subgroup is closed a&o. But GO is connected. Hence 
H=G,. 
SujjWency. (G, T) is a topological group having an open subgroup H 
topologically isomorphic with R. Then H is orderable, and now the space 
(G, T) is a topological sum of spaces each homesmorphic with H (namely 
the cosets of H). Each of these spaces is order-able with no end pointy 
That (G, 7) is orderable follows by Theorem 9 of [4] o 
Theorem 2.5. Let (G, 7) be an infinite, locally compact, totally discon- 
nected topological group. Then [G, 7) ks orderable as a topological space 
if and only if either G is discrete or G contains an open subgroup H which 
as a topological space is ~~~~~~~~~ -----morphic with the Cantor set with its usual 
tepology. 
Proof. ZVec~ssity. Suppose (6, 7) is orderable as a topologka.1 space. Then 
(G, 7) is Hausdorff, and since it is locally compact and t0taY.y disconnest- 
ed, it has a basis of neigl’lborhotids at the identity r~M:tln~ of compact 
open subgroups [I?]. Let H be a compact open subgroup. If H is 61&e and 
consists of e, xl, . . . . x,, then it is easily shown, using the Hausdor5’ pro- 
erty, that {e) is open and so G is discrete. 
Suppose H is infinite. Then H is a compact totally disconnected topo- 
ogical group. By Proposition 1.3, H is orderable as a topological space. 
Also H is homeomorphic as a topological space to (Q,1) H, whre @,I) 
is a discrete two point space and H iy some cardinal [6 1. IIf 
HI as a closed and compact subspace. 
pace is separable since (0,l) it self 
ence (0,l) HI satisfies the first axiom of countaMity by 
homeomorphic to {0, 
c to the Cantor set 
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ZJ~~ficiency, If G is discrete, then it is orderable by Proposition l.& IFf 
G has an open subgroup IY topologically homeomorphic wjUr t&e Cantor 
set, then H is orderable alnd G is a topological sum of spaces each homeo- 
morphic with H. Since hjp’ is compact, it has end points under any total 
order giving the topology. That (C, 7) is orderable follows now by Theo- 
rem 9 of [4] . . 
Theorem 2.6, Let (G, 7) be a separable totally disconnected topological 
group. Then (G, T) is orderMe 5s a topological space if aJld only if it is 
metrizable and zero-dimensional. 
Proof. Suppose (G, 7) is arderable as a topological space. Then by Propo- 
sition 1.8, (G, 7) satisfies the first axiom of countability. Hence (C, T) is 
inetrizable [8]. That ;i metric totally disconnected orderable space is 
ze?o-dimensional has been proved in [ 5 ]I. Conversely, that a separable 
metric zero-dimensional space is orderable has been proved in [ 71. 
Thcor~:rn 2.7. Let (G, 7) be a totally disconnected topological group 
such that the identity element is a G,. Then (G, 7) is orderable as a topo- 
logical space if and only if (G, T) is metric and strongly zero-dimensio- 
nal. 
oof. Let (G, 7) be orderable as a topological space by >, say. Then by 
Proposition 1. IO, the first axiom of countability is satisfied at e. Hence 
the first axiom of countability is satisfied by C since G is homogeneous. 
Hence it follows that (‘c, T) is metrizab!e. It is also totally disconnected 
and order-able. That (G, T) is strongly zero-dimensional follows by the 
theorem of [ 51 D 
Conversely, suppose (G, T) is metric and strongly zero-dimensional. 
Then a theorem of [S] asserts that (G, a) is orderable. 
3. Orderability of the Stondech compactification 
Let .X be a Hausdorff compktely regular sprrce. In this section, we tre 
interested in @X, the Stonetech compactifkation of X, being orderable. 
e start with the well known 
3. I. If N is the discrete space ~3”’ positive in egers, t!len pN is 
not orderabk. 
= 2’ and @‘V is obviously separable. Rence 
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Proposition 3. Let X be a completely f$egutar Hausdorff space. If @X Jti 
orderable then X must be normal and p::eudo compact and hence must 
be countably compact. 
roof. Let fiX be orderable. It is well kn$swn that any orderable space i.s 
completely normal. Hence X is normal. Sqqose X is not pseudo-com- 
pact. Then tlhere xists a continuous re&valtied fun&ion f on X which 
is unbounded. By considering Ifl, if necessary we can assume that f is 
non-negative. Then we can find a sequence x1, x21 . . . in X such that 
f(x,) - f(x,_, ) > 1 (sincef is unbounded). It is easily checked that tthe 
subset A = (x1, . . . . x,, . ..} in X is closed and discrete as a subspace. Hence 
it is homeomorphic toN (the set of positive integers). Let us consider 
clA in OX. Any bounded continuous real valued function on A can by 
Tietze’s theorem be extended to a continuctus bounded real-valued func- 
tion fi on X. ThisfI can in turn be extended to a‘bounded continuous 
real-valued functicrl$2 on PX. Then f2 1 cl A i:s a bcgnded continuous real 
valued extension of the function f on A. Hence we get that clA in 9X is 
@I. But A is homeomorphic to N. Hence CM is homeomorphic to @V. 
Since OX is orderable, any compact subset of it maJst be orderable by 
Proposition 1.3. Hence clA an hence pN is orderable. This contradicts 
Proposition 3.1. Hence X is pseudo-compact. Already X is normal. We 
know that a nJrma1 pseudo-compact space is countably compact [2] ? 
[3]. This completes the proof of the proposition. 
Proposition 3.3. Let X be a non-compact completely regular Hausclorff 
space. Then pX is not orderable, if any one of the following conditions 
is satisfied :
(1). X is metrizable. 
(2). X is paracompact. 
(3). X is o-compact. 
(4). X is Lindelof. 
(5). X is separable. 
oof. Since X is not compact, /WX # @ Suppose /?X is orckable. 
roposition 3.2, X must be countably compact. ut a ccurtably com- 
pact paracompact space is compact. nnot satisfy (2). Since a 
1) either. Since X is regular 
cannot satisfy (4) Since 
is separable, 0-r is also 
sfies the first ax 
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Prop~siti~&t 3,4. LO 3: be a connected space which is dense in another 
space k Then if Y is irderable, X is orderable and 1 Y \ Xl’< 2. Jn parti- 
cular, if for a connected completely regular E~ukkrff s~aee flX is S-&I- 
able, then 1$X i X I< 2, X is orderable, and if X is ordered by > then 
for any continuous real-valued function f on AL there exist two points 
a and b with ip < b ‘such that f is constant on Li and I?, . 
Rewrk. There are connected orderable space2 X such that OX is order- 
able. For example, X = [ 1 ,SZ)x [O,l ] with lexicographic ordering and 
for each ordinal Q, the two points (q, 1) and (a+ 1,O) identified [ 31. 
4. Non-orderable spaces 
The following theorem lists at a single place axamples of several 
orderable spacam CG i- vn* ullrwe a finite Mausdorff space is orderable, we 
with infinite spaces only. 
non- 
deal 
LPropsltkn 4. i * The following spaces are not orderable: 
(1) 6N \ N, jSQ, OR9 PQ \ Q, /3R \ R, where Q is the space of’ rational . 
numbers and R the space of real numbers; 
(2) any 6X of a space X such that flX contains a zero set 2 and a set 
E such that Z meets cl E but not XUE; 
(3) any PX which has a zero set disjoint from X; 
(4) any OX of a space X such that PX \ UX # 8, where uX its the real 
cumpactification of X; 
(5) any /3X of a locally compact real compact but not compact space 
.x; v 
(6) any compact extremely disconnected space; 
(7) any compact basically disconnected space; 
(8) flX of a P-space X; 
(9) flX of a locally compact F-space X such that Pry \ X is infinite; 
(IO) azy campact 
(11) ar;y non-discrete Jocally compact 
. The proofs of the results (1) - (10) follow easily from either the 
results of section 3 or $each of them c ains a copy of pN (This is justi- 
garding (1 l), if XEX is not is 
uence (or deer easing 
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verge. But in an F-space no sequence converges unless it is eventually a
constant [3]. This is a contradiction. Hence the proposition F'llows, 
5. Remarks and exampies 
Remark 5.1. If an orderable space X has a countable topologically dense 
subset then it need not have a countable order dense subset. For exalm- 
ple, the ordered set obtained from the real numbers by splitting each 
irrational number into two consecutive lements. 
Remark 5.2. If XX Y is orderable and Y is discrete, then X need not be 
orderable. Let-X be the space (0,l) w (2). This space is not orderable. 
Let Y be a countably infinite discrete space. Then Xx Y is orderable. 
Remark 5.3. An open and closed subset of an ordera& space need not 
be orderable. For in the example of Remark 5.2, any XX: Iy} is an open 
and closed subset homeomorphic to X. 
Remark 5.4. If XX Y is orderable and X is compact or connected then 
X is orderable (by Proposition 1.3). 
Remark 5.5. Let Y be a topological space. Then Y i:jt discrete iff and only 
if Y X X is orderable for every orderable space X. If Y X [ 0,l ] is order- 
able, then Y becomes discrete by Proposition 2.3. If Y is discrete and X 
orderable then YX X becomes orderable by Theorem 9 of [4 j . 
Remark 5.6. Let (GJ) be a topological group which is not totally dis- 
connected. Suppose it is orderable. Then by Theorem 2.4, R is; an open 
subgroup of G. As a topological space (G, 3) is homeomorphic to R X 
(a discrete space). We cannot expect R to be a direct summand of G. 
For let (G, T) be the topological group of aii non-singular eal matrices 
of the form (t t ) with bER anda is of the form Zrn9 rn~Z* 
subset of all matrices of the form (& 4) is an open subgroup tspolqgica@ 
isomorphic with R. 
Remwk 5.7. In both Theorems 2.4 and 2.5, it is easy to show that if 
Rdim?nces . 
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